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Editing height: 6' 1 (1.85 m) Page 2 Edit Height: 6' 1 (1.85 m) This is two months late. I felt really bad when I realized that I had completely, inadvertently missed the date of Wesley's death. I decided to publish it now because it's 30 (Wesley passed away on August 30, 1984) and because this next week is
when we think a lot about the dead. It seems an appropriate time to remember another dear friend who has long since left. Many of the cast members died much younger than they should, both Williams were also reduced at their best. More information available about them; on the contrary, it is almost
impossible to discover anything about Wesley Lau's death, and his life, for that matter. I'm not happy with the changes, particularly the changes in the cast of a beloved show. For a long time he had been wary of these other detectives who entered when Ray Collins' decline in health forced him to slowly
begin to retire. But at the same time I was curious, especially because I knew that at least one of them, Andy, was supposed to be more permissive and genuinely friendly. (I love Tragg very expensive, but sometimes it's hard to know when he's being really friendly and when it's just a facade.) I think I saw
Andy and Drumm years ago, but the memories hadn't stayed with me. I recently re-met Andy in, I think, The Golden Oranges. Aside from being a pretty impressive episode in itself, I thought I liked Andy. It was interesting to see a younger, more contemporary detective with Perry and company. And I was
surprised and amused to see him admire a pretty girl with Paul. Although I liked Andy, however, and continued to do so, I had not fully accepted him as one of the regulars. Interestingly, it was when I saw Wesley Lau portray the troubled Amory Fallon in The Impatient Partner that I realized I really liked
and Andy, more than I had thought before. I finally welcomed Andy with open arms and started looking for some of Wesley's other papers. It seems that, apart from Perry, he often played villains. I saw an episode of Bonanza titled Desert Justice, in which he tricks the Cartwrights into thinking he's a good
person when he actually deliberately caused the death of a federal sheriff's wife and quietly mocks him when they're alone. It was a very different performance, but very chilling and very effective. However, Wesley also played with good ones. Twice he played law enforcement officers in Alfred Hitchcock
Presents. And he starred as a World War II pilot possessed by an Egyptian pharaoh in an episode of One Step Beyond. There are others, too. From everything I've seen, he played wonderfully for the good and the bad. Wesley's Perry character was originally not conceived as his own as much as it was a
replacement for Lieutenant Tragg, or at least Lieutenant Tragg's assistant. According to Wesley's own admission, many of his early episodes made him talk about dialogue that was written for Tragg. You can definitely tell. In The Left-Handed Left-Handed has a long conversation with David in which I
parrot Tragg's speech pattern and words. And at the end of The Melancholy Marksman, when he enters Della and Paul playing the role of what happened during the murder and Paul says that Now Della is dead, Andy says, aw, what a pity. I can hear Tragg say that. It's not a statement from Lieutenant
Anderson. However, Wesley handled these early episodes well, delivering the material given to him in a professional and realistic way. For season 6, commonly noted as the beginning in The Hateful Hero, Andy is finally being written as his own person, not as Tragg's substitute spokesman. Although the
hints of his unique personality came through before, he is now really allowed to shine. But while he may be more permissive in some way, he's still not going to tolerate any bending or violation of the law. And although the writers were finally worried that he would be too friendly and need someone else for
the book, Lieutenant Drumm in season 9 is honestly just as friendly (although yes, he's for the book). So with that in mind, I can't understand why Wesley Lau was kicked off the show. I miss him in season 9, although I also like Drumm. According to an article I read, Wesley was married to a little boy when
he started playing Andy. I was grateful for the constant work, as the money was certainly necessary. He and his wife felt that he looked terrible in hats, and tried to wear one as little as possible. I disagree with them; I think he looked amazing and handsome in that fedora. But then, I'm probably sessed. I
think everybody looks good on them! I don't even know how or why Wesley Lau died so young, in the early 1960s, in 1984. His tombstone has a beautiful epitaph that says Beloved husband, father, actor, writer, friend, soldier, book reader and believer in the human race. And to that, all I can really add is
that he is loved and missed by many, including old and young fans. Lieutenant Anderson of Perry Mason Ray Norman of Cannon Wesley Lau came aboard courtesy of my Perry Mason Renaissance, but I was familiar and I liked it from the first time. Lieutenant Anderson was brought in as a character to
ease the burden of actor Ray Collins. Wesley was cast in the role when executive producer Gail Patrick Jackson liked what he saw when he guest starred as Amory Fallon in The Impatient Partner. Foolishly, at first they tried to recreate what they had with Lieutenant Tragg by giving Lieutenant Anderson
the same dialogue. Wesley worked with him as best he could, but the character feels largely flat during those early attempts. Fortunately, they realized their mistake from the beginning and began writing dialogues especially for Andy. Like a character completely Andy is quite nice and definitely a good
guy, but unlike Tragg, he seems to keep Perry and company along his arms and doesn't really want to socialize with them. Only once did you ask Perry Perry resolved a particular case, and that was in one of the first episodes where it was written more like Tragg (The Melancholy Marksman). He's never
going to have lunch with them, as both Tragg and Steve Drumm do. It also becomes extremely tense when it seems that the flexcision of the law is happening. Wesley left the show after Season 8 for unknown reasons, although I've been told his reasons were personal. The writers seemed to be losing
the notion of how to write for Andy for season 8, and although Wesley did his best with the material, I wouldn't really be surprised if I wasn't happy with him and if that was a factor in his departure. I know for a fact that I wasn't satisfied with the small amount of screen time Andy often had. I'm not too happy
about that either. Most of the time, they squandered their incredible gift that Wesley was part of the cast. Wesley was one of the great talents of acting characters. Good guys, bad guys, drama, humor... he could do it all. Cold-hearted psychopaths, firmly upright cops, unhappy men with tragic secrets, and
even rich, spoiled children. He made them all real and a pleasure to see. Ironic since I really wanted to be a writer, not an actor. He had a definite talent for acting that could not be ignored or set aside. Wesley was also a very private person and I have had extreme difficulties finding any interview with him
or about him. In fact, I've had extended family members contact me on my perry blog for information about him. Although I want to respect your privacy, I want to be able to help those family members learn more about it. I think family ties are very important. If anyone stumbles on this website who knew
Wesley or knows enough about him that he could help, I would be very grateful if he consents to be interviewed! USA TODAY RED-Wisconsin Few things affect our lives as television. We schedule our day around our favorite shows. We elaborate our political views based on edited sound bites. We make
major purchases because of cute or majestic Clydesdales.Data puppies from Nielsen suggests that today adults ages 35-49 watch more than 33 hours of television each week, and that time increases as we age. Although television first appeared in San Francisco in 1927, it was not until around 1947 that
it had much effect on American society. Howdy Doody was released in 1947. The Texaco Star Theater starring Milton Berle began in 1948. CBS began the 15-minute newscasts with Douglas Edwards in 1948; NBC had the Camel News Caravan with John Cameron Swayze also from 1948. Fantastically,
Swayze was required by the sponsor of the tobacco company to have a cigarette on fire visible when on camera. In 1951 there are about 12 million televisions in the United States, and a guy named Wesley Lau of Sheboygan was frequently seen in those 12 million sets. Much of the following information
comes from research conducted by Richard Stoelb.Lau was an American stage, film and television actor who first appeared in 1953 at Studio One. Best known for his role as police lieutenant Anderson in the television series Perry Mason, he made his first appearance as accused Amory Fallon in The
Impatient Partner Case. Veteran actor and regular of the series Ray Collins was homicide detective Arthur Tragg on the series from the beginning in 1957. However, in 1960 Collins was deteriorating health. When Collins became ill, Lau was offered the role of another cop. Less than a month later
(September 1961) he made his first appearance as Detective Andy Anderson in The Case of the Malicious Mariner and would appear in that role until the last episode of the series in The Case of the Mischius Doll (May 22, 1966). Wesley Lau was born in Sheboygan, Wisconsin, on June 18, 1921, the son
of Albert and Agnes Feldner Lau. The family lived in rented houses on Sheboygan at 830 High Avenue and 912 High Avenue until Wesley's father bought his home at 1230 South 19th Street near Moose Park. Lau graduated from Central High School in 1939.Lau performed for the first time in a high
school play, an experience that changed his life. In an interview with TV Guide, Lau commented that if it hadn't been for that high school play, I wouldn't have degraded to being an actor. He would appear in several Sheboygan Community Players and Summer Stock Theater productions at Elkhart Lake.
From there he went on broadway and then hollywood for a successful television and film career. A supporter of theatre in his hometown of Sheboygan, he wrote a strong endorsement for the Sheboygan Community Players fundraising campaign in 1968 for the Leslie Johns Theatre at Horace Mann
School. At the University of Wisconsin, Wesley studied to become a playwright and received a Master of Arts in 1950 from Yale Drama School. He left college for a time to serve in the United States Army Air Corps during World War II. Lau went to New York, looking for work, and to continue his studies at
the Actors Studio. His original goal was to become a writer; however, his career as a professional actor began in earnest in New York, where he appeared in many Broadway plays and on television. He ended up acting for the simple reason that he found more work as an actor than as a playwright. When
television production emigrated to Hollywood he moved to Los Angeles.He appeared on approximately 900 television too many to mention, but included, Studio One, Alfred Hitchcock Presents, Armstrong Circle Theatre, Gunsmoke, Have Gun-Will Travel, Peter Gunn, The Twilight Zone, The Big Valley,
The Time Tunnel, Mission Impossible, Cannon, The Untouchables, The Life and Times of Wyatt Earp, M, Wagon Train, The Fugitive , The Six Million Dollar Man, reunited with Raymond Burr on Ironside in The Forests of the Night. Of the 25 films he made, his first film role in 1958 in the film I Want to Live.
In it he played Henry L. Graham, Barbara Graham's husband -- a convicted murderer in front of played by Hollywood actress Susan Hayward. Hayward won the Oscar for Best Actress in 1959 for her performance. He realized his original goal as a writer when he wrote the story Lepke and also wrote the
screenplay with Tamar Hoofs for the film of the same name. It was released through Warner Brothers in 1975. The story is about a Jewish-American gangster Louis Lepke Buchalter. It starred Tony Curtis (father of actress Jamie Lee Curtis). Film buffs often consider this film to be one of Curtis' most
underrated films, but one of his best performances. He retired in 1980, suffered a heart attack on August 30, 1984 and died at his home in Los Angeles; When he was 63, Wesley Lau, a boy from Sheboygan, had a long and successful acting career embracing that new thing called television. He worked
alongside some of the biggest stars of the time, Raymond Burr, John Wayne and James Arness, So, the next time you see a vintage episode of Perry Mason, look for Lieutenant Anderson, and know that it started in Sheboygan. Sheboygan.
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